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10th Grade English Language Arts BLUEPRINT—IF1 
 

Anchor Standards= one set of broad standards applied K-12  
 

Explicit Standards= explicitly addressed skills assessed for mastery during this specific instructional focus  

Implicit Standards= underlying skills that students need to have in order to be successful with the explicit standards 

 
“Together anchor and grade level standards define the skills and understanding that all students must demonstrate.”  
(Common Core Strategies Flip Chart, 2010). 
 
** The red standard(s) mean the SD Disaggregated template is not complete. 

 
Suggested 

Time 
Instructional Focus 1 

(E10IF1) 

CCSS English Language Arts 
Content 

Anchor Standards 
Specific to this 

Focus 

Content 

 
6 weeks 
 

 
Students work in collaborative groups to 
analyze and discuss historical literature 
and US documents, looking specifically for 
significance in themes and concepts. Using 
these texts, they will look at the structure of 
the text to see how the author’s choices, 
including order of events and time, create 
various effects. Students will also use 
these texts to determine central idea and 
analyze its development over the course of 
the text. Students will write an 
informative/explanatory piece (objective 
summary/response). Students will also 
conduct short research projects (either 
individually or in groups). Using the U.S. 
documents and other literature, students 
will determine word meanings including 
figurative, connotative, and technical 
meanings. They will analyze the impact of 
word choice on the text while acquiring and 

 
EXPLICIT STANDARDS 

RL.9-10.1 Cite strong and thorough textual 
evidence to support analysis of what the text 
says explicitly as well as inferences drawn 
from the text. 
RL.9-10.2 Determine a theme or central idea 
of a text and analyze in detail its development 
over the course of the text, including how it 
emerges and is shaped and refined by 
specific details; provide an objective summary 
of the text. 
RL.9-10.3 Analyze how complex characters 
(e.g., those with multiple or conflicting 
motivations) develop over the course of a text, 
interact with other characters, and advance the 
plot or develop the theme. 
RL.9-10.4 Determine the meaning of words 
and phrases as they are used in the text, 
including figurative and connotative 
meanings; analyze the cumulative impact of 

 

Reading: 

Key Ideas and Details 

R.CCR.1 Read closely to 

determine what the text says 
explicitly and to make logical 
inferences from it; cite specific 
textual evidence when writing 
or speaking to support 
conclusions drawn from the 
text. 

R.CCR.2 Determine central 

ideas or themes of a text and 
analyze their development; 
summarize the key supporting 
details and ideas. 

 
myOER: 

 
Nineteenth Century 
Women: Struggle and 
Triumph 
 
1900 America: Primary 
Sources and Epic Poetry 
 
Holocaust and Resistance 
 
Lesson examples above 
address at least one (or 
more) of the Common 
Core State Standards 
included in this 
Instructional Focus. To 
find more lessons for this 
instructional focus, please 
use the Advanced 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1zgR1S54Uy1j_1bqDD4rfwIghjVsu89YZmH0wF1LixIE/edit?authkey=CNm21KMG&hl=en_US&authkey=CNm21KMG
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mRxLJOswWs-Ozj6J4jz3dHVFm50uESrBYZ0zT2W0rMc/edit?authkey=CJaq8ccP&hl=en_US&authkey=CJaq8ccP
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OT48t04OKTMRFxwzyBHwKHIKlg_zygtJh9mtBC0bHjI/edit?authkey=CLndtvcP&hl=en_US&authkey=CLndtvcP
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ry1KDugrNNDNCoIHXcr2dNwNFXn2AuJ_B-1LDnDFutU/edit?authkey=CIOl7sgE&hl=en_US&authkey=CIOl7sgE&pli=1
http://myoer.org/index.php?P=FullRecord&ResourceId=74937#aScrollTop
http://myoer.org/index.php?P=FullRecord&ResourceId=74937#aScrollTop
http://myoer.org/index.php?P=FullRecord&ResourceId=74937#aScrollTop
http://myoer.org/index.php?P=FullRecord&ResourceId=75190#aScrollTop
http://myoer.org/index.php?P=FullRecord&ResourceId=75190#aScrollTop
http://myoer.org/index.php?P=FullRecord&ResourceId=75193#aScrollTop
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using appropriate academic language. The 
US documents are studied in 9

th
 grade IF6. 

This is part of the standards, but focused, 
vertical decisions may need to be 
discussed and evaluated, so that when 
these documents are studied, the 
complexity increases. The texts for 9

th
 and 

10th will include major US documents 
(e.g., Washington’s Farewell Address, the 
Gettysburg Address, Roosevelt’s Four 
Freedoms speech, King’s “Letter from 
Birmingham Jail”—make sure to pick texts 
from Appendix B, pp. 122-129, that are 
listed for 9

th
 and 10

th
 grade). 

 

Possible Focus Title: Historical 

Analysis 

 

specific word choices on meaning and tone 
(e.g., how the language evokes a sense of 
time and place; how it sets a formal or 
informal tone.) 
RL.9-10.9 Analyze how an author draws on 
and transforms source material in a specific 
work (e.g., how Shakespeare treats a theme 
or topic from Ovid or the Bible or how a later 
author draws on a play by Shakespeare). 
RL.9-10.10 By the end of grade 9, read and 
comprehend literature, including stories, 
dramas, and poems, in the grades 9–10 
text complexity band proficiently, with 
scaffolding as needed at the high end of 
the range. 

RI.9-10.1 Cite strong and thorough textual 
evidence to support analysis of what the text 
says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from 
the text. 
RI.9-10.2 Determine a central idea of a text and 
analyze its development over the course of the 
text, including how it emerges and is shaped and 
refined by specific details; provide an objective 
summary of the text. 
RI.9-10.3 Analyze how the author unfolds an 
analysis or series of ideas or events, including 
the order in which the points are made, how they 
are introduced and developed, and the 
connections that are drawn between them. 
RI.9-10.4 Determine the meaning of words and 
phrases as they are used in a text, including 
figurative, connotative, and technical meanings; 
analyze the cumulative impact of specific word 
choices on meaning and tone (e.g., how the 
language of a court opinion differs from that of a 
newspaper.) 
RI.9-10.5 Analyze in detail how an author’s ideas 
or claims are developed and refined by particular 
sentences, paragraphs, or larger portions of a 
text (e.g., a section or chapter). 
RI.9-10.7 Analyze various accounts of a subject 
told in different mediums (e.g., a person’s life 
story in both print and multimedia), determining 
which details are emphasized in each account. 
RI.9-10.9 Analyze seminal US documents of 

R.CCR.3 Analyze how and 

why individuals, events, and 
ideas develop and interact 
over the course of a text. 

Craft and Structure 

 R.CCR.4 Interpret words and 

phrases as they are used in a 

text, including determining 

technical, connotative, and 

figurative meanings, and 

analyze how specific word 

choices shape meaning or 

tone. 

 R.CCR.5 Analyze the structure 

of texts, including how specific 

sentences, paragraphs, and 

larger portions of the text (e.g., 

a section, chapter, scene, or 

stanza) relate to each other 

and the whole. 

R.CCR.6 Assess how point of 

view or purpose shapes the 
content and style of a text. 

Integration of Knowledge 
and Ideas 

R.CCR.7 Integrate and 

evaluate content presented in 
diverse media and formats, 
including visually and 
quantitatively, as well as in 
words. 

R.CCR.9 Analyze how two or 

more texts address similar 
themes or topics in order to 

Search and type the 
keyword – E10IF1. 

 
Teacher Ideas/Links: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1iXWjwVeGABVYIgBCt6uvOA9tw2MBuEaxxP8wWrP6ELg/edit?authkey=CLKU5Y4C&hl=en_US&authkey=CLKU5Y4C&pli=1
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1U0xX3z-Yt274c4zLr4DWjzKI8WulHTq2Q7KCZObrsy0/edit?authkey=CIOj3OYK&hl=en_US&authkey=CIOj3OYK
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11o9P-tP5Jrqz7UT-AiG2-lHzOMeNGziLNDCpn69QQmU/edit?authkey=CLb4orMG&hl=en_US&authkey=CLb4orMG
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JbbHeXYapJA3JoZ1JGbFuSHa9MUDmmjD_iYXDp3DKiM/edit?authkey=CKmonZIF&hl=en_US&authkey=CKmonZIF
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_7PTXnMAjZfjB5eEH4AZVx0GLIKbheCQ--M4iO3E1Js/edit?authkey=CIjdybYD&hl=en_US&authkey=CIjdybYD
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1z8djIN7whccSQSbzPair8D7XH5ZCMZBynyBA8Z5nlj0/edit?authkey=CIublYkO&hl=en_US&authkey=CIublYkO
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1J6UKxP0GJG9WUQmi3MZ0uU6zkCk5VzLR1mesV34Q5HU/edit?authkey=CLq0z6YG&hl=en_US&authkey=CLq0z6YG
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kXurfpshiS4lyNMU2uNcU-3UAMcWDI3MmorE88gYWa0/edit?authkey=CO_fyHM&hl=en_US&authkey=CO_fyHM
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cW-Xi2vXI_tn2_pF366cezLYx0_t-YDXfwf7sKzCxn8/edit?authkey=COrihdQI&hl=en_US&authkey=COrihdQI
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historical and literary significance (e.g., 
Washington’s  Farewell Address, the Gettysburg 
Address, Roosevelt’s Four Freedom speech, 
King’s “Letter from Birmingham Jail”), including 
how they address related themes and concepts. 
RI.9-10.10 By the end of grade 9, read and 
comprehend literary nonfiction in the grades 
9–10 text complexity band proficiently, with 
scaffolding as needed at the high end of the 
range. 

W.9-10.2 Write informative/explanatory texts to 
examine and convey complex ideas, concepts, 
and information clearly and accurately through 
the effective selection, organization, and analysis 
of content. 
 
a.    Introduce a topic; organize complex ideas, 

concepts, and information to make important 
connections and distinctions; include 
formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., 
figures, tables), and multimedia when useful 
to aiding comprehension. 

b.    Develop the topic with well-chosen, relevant, 
and sufficient facts, extended definitions, 
concrete details, quotations, or other 
information and examples appropriate to the 
audience’s knowledge of the topic. 

c.    Use appropriate and varied transitions to link 
the major sections of the text,create 
cohesion, and clarify the relationships 
among complex ideas and concepts. 

d.    Use precise language and domain-specific 
vocabulary to manage the complexity of the 
topic. 

e.    Establish and maintain a formal style and 
objective tone while attending to the norms 
and conventions of the discipline in which 
they are writing. 

f.     Provide a concluding statement or section 
that follows from and supports the 
information or es or the significance of the 
topic)e.xplanation presented (e.g., 
articulating implication 

 
W.9-10.4 Produce clear and coherent writing 

build knowledge or to compare 
the approaches the authors 
take. 

Range of Reading and Level 
of Text Complexity 

R.CCR.10 Read and 

comprehend complex literary 

and informational texts 

independently and proficiently. 

Writing 

Text Types and Purposes 

 W.CCR.2 Write 

informative/explanatory texts 

to examine and convey 

complex ideas and information 

clearly and accurately through 

the effective selection, 

organization, and analysis of 

content. 

Production and Distribution 
of Writing 

W.CCR.4 Produce clear and 

coherent writing in which the 

development, organization, 

and style are appropriate to 

task, purpose, and audience. 

W.CCR.5 Develop and 

strengthen writing as needed 
by planning, revising, editing, 
rewriting, or trying a new 
approach. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wp0j0IbqntUESBdfFWHTXyYoRC4p8FILOxvZbB1KTQU/edit?authkey=CJm2nNEE&hl=en_US&authkey=CJm2nNEE
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g19BM2EiWWMW_N52i9_kROQA7bzj0vjb2SxLPt5rZ1A/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fZlSlisECubJFA2Vt-ScL53PNbzt1K2WnBuiVs_uFVI/edit?authkey=CJa24tgD&hl=en_US&authkey=CJa24tgD
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in which the development, organization, and 
style are appropriate to task, purpose, and 
audience. 
W.9-10.5 Develop and strengthen writing as 
needed by planning, revising, editing, 
rewriting, or trying a new approach, focusing 
on addressing what is most significant for a 
specific purpose and audience.  (Editing for 
conventions should demonstrate command of 
Language standards 1-3 up to and including 
grades 9-10 on page 54). 
W.9-10.7 Conduct short as well as more 
sustained research projects to answer a 
question (including a self-generated question) 
or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the 
inquiry when appropriate; synthesize multiple 
sources on the subject, demonstrating 
understanding of the subject under 
investigation. 
W.9-10.9 Draw evidence from literary or 
informational texts to support analysis, 
reflection, and research. 
a. Apply grades 9–10 Reading standards to 
literature (e.g., “Analyze how an author draws 
on and transforms source material in a 
specific work [e.g., how Shakespeare treats a 
theme or topic from Ovid or the Bible or how a 
later author draws on a play by 
Shakespeare]”). 
b. Apply grades 9–10 Reading standards to 
literary nonfiction (e.g., “Delineate and 
evaluate the argument and specific claims in 
a text, assessing whether the reasoning is 
valid and the evidence is relevant and 
sufficient; identify false statements and 
fallacious reasoning”). 
SL.9-10.1 Initiate and participate effectively in 
a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-
one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse 
partners on grades 9–10 topics, texts, and 
issues, building on others’ ideas and 
expressing their own clearly and persuasively. 
a. Come to discussions prepared, having read 
and researched material under study; 
explicitly draw on that preparation by referring 

Research to Build and 
Present Knowledge 

 W.CCR.7 Conduct short as 

well as more sustained 

research projects based on 

focused questions, 

demonstrating understanding 

of the subject under 

investigation. 

 W.CCR.9 Draw evidence from 

literary or informational texts to 

support analysis, reflection, 

and research. 

Speaking and Listening 

Comprehension and 
Collaboration 

SL.CCR.1 Prepare for and 

participate effectively in a 
range of conversations and 
collaborations with diverse 
partners, building on others’ 
ideas and expressing their own 
clearly and persuasively. 

Presentation of Knowledge 
and Ideas 

SL.CCR.6 Adapt speech to a 

variety of contexts and 
communicative tasks, 
demonstrating command of 
formal English when indicated 
or appropriate. 
 
Language 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kE7DVvAIX-E0QeG7hBZQXNrDhhxx7M9p_kUprJ1HoJ0/edit?authkey=CJ2Fuzg&hl=en_US&authkey=CJ2Fuzg
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cFYP3gDmKNfK7yabwiI0DSDNG-fZ3WRfYax7SURtELg/edit?authkey=CPD3q9UE&hl=en_US&authkey=CPD3q9UE
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ozS9lKtsI56bMBC-rk6Q2rP46Eut7AQBd-bB-XviDzY/edit?authkey=CM-8i9IE&hl=en_US&authkey=CM-8i9IE
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qbUZVFY38ZNtGL_19eVsroel5p_Nan2gAgi8gvNk9R4/edit
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to evidence from texts and other research on 
the topic or issue to stimulate a thoughtful, 
well-reasoned exchange of ideas. 
b. Work with peers to set rules for collegial 
discussions and decision-making (e.g., 
informal consensus, taking votes on key 
issues, presentation of  
alternate views), clear goals and deadlines, 
and individual roles as needed. 
c. Propel conversations by posing and 
responding to questions that relate the current 
discussion to broader themes or larger ideas; 
actively incorporate  
others into the discussion; and clarify, verify, 
or challenge ideas and conclusions. 
d. Respond thoughtfully to diverse 
perspectives, summarize points of agreement 
and disagreement, and, when warranted, 
qualify or justify their own views and 
understanding and make new connections in 
light of the  
evidence and reasoning presented. 
SL.9-10.6 Adapt speech to a variety of 
contexts and tasks, demonstrating command 
of formal English when indicated or 
appropriate. (See grades 9–10 Language 
standards 1 and 3 on pages 54 for specific 
expectations.) 
L.9-10.1 a Demonstrate command of the 
conventions of standard English grammar and 
usage when writing or speaking. 
a. Use parallel structure.* 
L.9-10.2 Demonstrate command of the 
conventions of standard English capitalization, 
punctuation, and spelling when writing. 
a. Use a semicolon (and perhaps a 
conjunctive adverb) to link two or more closely 
related independent clauses. 
b. Use a colon to introduce a list or quotation. 
c. Spell correctly. 
L.9-10.3 Write narratives to develop real or 
imagined experiences or events using effective 
technique, well-chosen details, and well-
structured event sequences. 
a. Engage and orient the reader by setting out a 

Conventions of Standard 
English  

L.CCR.1 Demonstrate 

command of the conventions 
of standard English grammar 
and usage when writing or 
speaking. 

L.CCR.2 Demonstrate 

command of the conventions 
of standard English 
capitalization, punctuation, and 
spelling when writing. 

Knowledge of Language 

Vocabulary Acquisition and 
Use 

 L.CCR.4 Determine or clarify 

the meaning of unknown and 

multiple-meaning words and 

phrases by using context 

clues, analyzing meaningful 

word parts, and consulting 

general and specialized 

reference materials, as 

appropriate. 

 L.CCR.5 Demonstrate 

understanding of word 

relationships and nuances in 

word meanings. 

 L.CCR.6 Acquire and use 

accurately a range of general 

academic and domain-specific 

words and phrases sufficient 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NY_RPOoXjMi6l0LVlafE7fa3TYY2dwLpq9ekQ4EKH40/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-bc0rI5XCHHmjB3UMAE3K3L4es2m-XLR2HJyFRMIYu4/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qeE_McAoc6InJst7KYw8R3CGXF6qowY7LTlyYuy-TAA/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1euYyCUGWz63o7Htjw00MAXOdQs-nRS1kcUSkdq04ciE/edit?authkey=CJeg660F&hl=en_US&authkey=CJeg660F
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problem, situation, or observation, establishing 
one or multiple point(s) of view, and introducing 
a narrator and/or characters; create a smooth 
progression of experiences or events. 
b. Use narrative techniques, such as dialogue, 
pacing, description, reflection, and multiple plot 
lines, to develop experiences, events, and/or 
characters. 
c. Use a variety of techniques to sequence 
events so that they build on one another to 
create a coherent whole. 
d. Use precise words and phrases, telling 
details, and sensory language to convey a vivid 
picture of the experiences, events, setting, 
and/or characters. 
e. Provide a conclusion that follows from and 
reflects on what is experienced, observed, or 
resolved over the course of the narrative. 
L.9-10.4 c Determine or clarify the meaning of 
unknown and  multiple-meaning words and 
phrases based on grades 9–10 reading and 
content, choosing flexibly from a range of 
strategies. 
c. Consult general and specialized reference 
materials (e.g., dictionaries, glossaries, 
thesauruses), both print and digital, to find the 
pronunciation of a word or determine or clarify 
its precise meaning, its part of speech, or its 
etymology. 
L.9-10.5 Make strategic use of digital media 
(e.g., textual, graphical, audio, visual, and 
interactive elements) in presentations to 
enhance understanding of findings, reasoning, 
and evidence and to add interest. 
L.9-10.6 Acquire and use accurately general 
academic and domain-specific words and 
phrases, sufficient for reading, writing, 
speaking, and listening at the college and 
career readiness level; demonstrate 
independence in gathering vocabulary 
knowledge when considering a word or 
phrase important to comprehension or  
expression. 
IMPLICIT STANDARDS 

for reading, writing, speaking, 

and listening at the college and 

career readiness level; 

demonstrate independence in 

gathering vocabulary 

knowledge when encountering 

an unknown term important to 

comprehension or expression. 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1I3nOZ5hpc7PTEgD2zZuJVwb4IsmwJzUctvlpH3cVApI/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_Bjyl8yZ0k737qfqS2WPAFQqW8Yi5RpTMYGN4HycVvE/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mwjeNVRuMEf50CwAeBYmr5b2fdX4kgj0X8doNC9AAA8/edit

